
EASYLAM Expert

The EASYLAM Expert is the result of 10 years of experience of using professional 
lamination machines and studies at production environments.  The EASYLAM 
Expert can be used with lamination film up to 64.5 in width.  This high-performance 
laminator can be used for an optimum finishing-solution for professional mounting 
and sealing, as well as for one or two sided laminates.  Practical material guidance, 
multiple setting-options and variable speed with 14 steps up to 26 ft/min turns this 
laminator to a universal finishing and protection-solution for inkjet, photos, collages, 
art-prints and much more.

For More information:

1.800.833.4493  or  www.IntoPrint.com

Practical material guidance, multiple setting-
options and variable speed with 14 steps up to 
26 ft/min turns this laminator to a universal 
finishing and protection-solution for inkjet, 
photos, collages, art-prints and much more.



EASYLAM Expert

The broad range of roller gap, up to 1.5 in, simple axial-coupling and self fixing core holders 
guarantee a universal material compatibility with minimal refitting effort of time.  Each axle can 
be individually adjusted by its own fine adjustment brake.  This puts you in a situation to laminate 
shrink free and a perfect rewinding of the liner.  The roller gap can be adjusted electrically between 
0 and 1.5 in.  The simple layout of the control panel gives the user a comfortable overview of the 
functions of the EASYLAM Expert.  The user interface makes it possible for fast access and trouble 
free adjustments.  The upper roller can be heated up to 122º F. and both rollers are made of high-
quality silicon.  The diameter of the rollers are 4.33 in. An adjustable table, user-protection, pressure 
adjustments for the rollers, and emergency stops are all standard components of the Expert.

Roller Type Silicon

Max Media Width 64.5 in.

Material Thickness 0 - 1.57 in.

Roller Diameter 4.33 in.

Speed Up to 26 feet/minute

Power Requirements 110V 30 A

Dimensions
(W x H x D)

82.2” x 56.3” x 23.2”

Weight 529 lbs.


